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Benefits of TPNW Trust Fund 

• Advance TPNW’s humanitarian objectives
• Help affected states parties meet Article 6 obligations by supporting victim 

assistance and environmental remediation projects
• Help states parties meet Article 7 obligations by donating money to fund
• Fulfill Vienna Action Plan mandate



Trust Fund Models Examined  

Trust funds that support victims of international law violations:

§ International Criminal Court (ICC) Trust Fund for Victims

§ Trust Fund of the International Support Network for Victims of Chemical Weapons

§ UN Voluntary Trust Fund for Victims of Torture

§ UN Voluntary Trust Fund for Victims of Trafficking

Trust funds that advance the human rights and well-being of specific groups:
§ Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB) Migrant and Refugee Fund

§ UN Partnership on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Multi-Partner Trust Fund (UNPRPD Trust 
Fund)

Trust funds that address arms or nuclear matters:
§ Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) Voluntary Trust Fund

§ International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Peaceful Uses Initiative

§ UN Voluntary Trust for Assistance in Mine Action

§ UN Trust Fund Facility Supporting Cooperation on Arms Regulation (UNSCAR)



Trust Fund Design Questions Asked 

1. Who should be eligible to contribute? 
2. Who should make distribution decisions?
3. Who should be eligible to receive funds? 
4. What kinds of projects should be funded? 
5. What measures should be used for reporting and accountability?



Methodology

• IHRC’s recommendations consider:
§ Precedent (comparative analysis of 10 trust funds)
§ TPNW’s humanitarian objectives (positive obligations of Arts. 6 and 7)
§ Distinct challenges of dealing with long-term and complex effects of 

nuclear weapons

• Report focuses on design features, rather than implementation or 
effectiveness
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Who should be eligible to contribute?

Recommendation: Encourage contributions from the broadest range 
of actors—states parties, states not party, international organizations, 
nongovernmental organizations, the private sector, and individuals.

• Broadest donor pool maximizes humanitarian impact
• Engaging states not parties could promote universalization
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Who should make distribution decisions?

Recommendation: Create a board of trustees or a committee, diverse in 
geography and gender, that consists of representatives from states parties, 
representatives of affected communities, and independent experts to make 
grant distribution decisions informed by varied perspectives and expertise. 

• States parties: committed to treaty, may be encouraged to contribute to fund
• Affected communities: Right to be involved, bring unique expertise
• Independent experts: Bring range of knowledge
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Who should be eligible to receive funds? 

Recommendation: Consider, if the trust fund’s resources are initially 
limited, prioritizing grants for states parties and organizations with projects 
in states parties and over time expanding eligibility to states not party and 
organizations working in states not party in order to maximize the trust 
fund’s humanitarian impact. 



What kinds of projects are funded?

• Capacity-building programs
• Programs that support needs and rights of affected individuals
• Programs that address hazardous materials
• Grants range in size and length, with case-by-case exceptions 



What kinds of projects should be funded? 

Recommendation: Provide grants, flexible in size and length, to programs 
that build capacity in affected states, assist individuals in affected 
communities, or support environmental remediation measures. 

• Capacity building: national plans, trainings, workshops, equipment
• Victim assistance: health care, socioeconomic inclusion, promotion of human rights
• Environmental remediation: from assessment to long-term storage, measures to prevent 

exposure



What mechanisms are used for reporting and 
accountability?

• Reporting requirements on grant recipients and/or fund managers
• Site visits



What measures should be used for reporting and 
accountability?

Recommendation: Adopt substantive, yet non-burdensome reporting 
requirements for fund managers and grantees that are transparent and ensure 
appropriate allocation and use of funds. 



Additional Topics and Next Steps

• Operational elements
• Conditions on donors’ contributions
• Application process
• Criteria for choosing grants
• Appeals mechanism

• Administrative mechanisms
• Ad hoc or UN secretariat
• Funding of administrative mechanism

• Ensure process is inclusive, especially of affected communities 



Conclusion

• No trust fund provides perfect model, but lessons to be learned from 
precedent and adaptation to nuclear context
• For more information, contact Bonnie Docherty, 

bdocherty@law.harvard.edu


